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The popular video conferencing platform has been in the news recently; but for the wrong reasons. The platform was 

already facing stiff competition from Microsoft’s teams, Facebook Messenger Rooms and even WhatsApp; which has 

recently announced video-calls between a maximum of 50 users. But this time the problem was more severe as Zoom 

users in pockets of the U.S. reported service disruptions this month which prevented them from live streaming church 

services and launching video conferences. The outage impacted users throughout several states that included Florida, 

Texas, California, and the Northeast. Some users reported disrupted sound. Others said the video wasn't showing and 

somesome were having issues with the chat function. The issues were resolved later but it affected several business calls 

and conferences held during the time of the outage. 

Such issues augment the need for developing customized software 

applications for each business and agency that is independent of 

third-party tools like Zoom. The Covid-19 pandemic has reiterated the 

need for self-reliance and “hand-available” IT support partners. Things 

are seeming to get better now , and the economy is gradually opening.  But 

that does not mean there will be not be any more unexpected outages. 

Moreover, a second wave of the pandemic is expected around the end of 

202020. This could mean more remote-working and micro-management of 

activities. Trends of contract staffing, appointment consultants and 

remote project management could increase.  Ensure you are prepared this 

time.

Video Conferencing Platform Faces More Problems

The COVID-19 outbreak has several consequences; and working from home or working remotely is one of 

them. There may be multiple reactions to this trend; with variations in the perspectives of employers and 

that of employees. However, the concept of working remotely shouldn’t be waved-off as an unavoidable 

circumstance which will pass with time. It has enforced many of to consider innovative ways of working 

which we wouldn’t have done earlier. Time Management is one of it.; For example, though working from 

home may seem comfortable and could come with extra liberties; have you considered the other side of 

thisthis coin? You have everything at your disposal, and no one is supervising you. directly This can give way for 

temptations such as not taking your work so seriously or wasting time unnecessarily. However, this has 

been taken care of by professional organizations such as SGS Technologie in a new remote-working 

approach. Your physical presence may not be required at the office, but you still can work according to 

schedule. Continuous updates of your progress and making attendance will ensure that you adhere to 

official timelines even working from home.  Suddenly, you will feel as if time is running out. These incidents 

wilwill compel you to balance time between homely affairs and your official work. Now, isn’t that great time 

management which can replicated while working from office too?

Lessons Learnt from Working Remotely



FB Employees to Work from Home: Facebook will allow its employees to 
continue to work from home through the end of 2020 because of the 
coronavirus pandemic. The company doesn't expect to open most of its 
offices until July 1st week. But it is evaluating which workers will be 
required to return to offices when they reopen.

FFace Recognition App Unavailable to Private Companies: Controversial 
facial recognition provider Clearview AI says it will no longer sell its app 
to private companies and non-law enforcement entities. It will also be 
terminating all contracts, regardless of whether the contracts are for 
law enforcement purposes or not, in the state of Illinois.

RRobots Join Covid-19 Frontlines: With the onset of the global 
coronavirus pandemic, robots are increasingly being employed as 
helpers, taking on often dull, difficult and dangerous tasks and thus 
reducing humans' exposure to COVID-19. Robotic units are designed to 
disinfect hospital emergency rooms and patients' rooms with 
germ-zapping ultraviolet light.

React JS Developers (Jacksonville, Florida):  The candidate should have 10 years of working experience as Scrum Master, 

Project Manager, or analyst on technical projects (Software Development, or Big Data). In addition, the person should have a 

proven track record of identifying and implementing improvements to processes and projects. Working knowledge of Big Data 

and the Hadoop Ecosystem is one of the preferred qualifications.

SecuritSecurity Analyst (Jacksonville, Florida):  This is for a contract role with the possibility of a 12 months extension.  The candidate 

should hands-on experience as Security Analysts or in Cyber Security by performing analysis and enhancing current security 

tools. In addition, a minimum of 5 years IT experience with 3+ years of experience in cyber security related activities and controls 

is preferred

Application ManaApplication Manager (Clearwater, Florida):  An Application Development Manager for a contract opportunity with one of our 

clients at Clearwater, Florida. Candidate must have hands-on experience as a strategic and technical to lead an advanced team 

of software engineers in developing new systems. Expertise must be there in HTML5/CSS, JavaScript/AJAX, Java/JSP, Oracle 

WebLogic, C#/VB.NET/ASP.NET, Microsoft IIS,  and Java Frameworks.

DataDataPower Administrator: The selected candidate will be responsible for monitoring, installation, configuration, administration, 

troubleshooting, and maintenance of technology solutions. The person will also provide technical support, troubleshoot 

problem and perform scripting/programming to ensure stable and efficient operation of technology solutions. Managing 

system/application environment and ongoing operations will also be responsibilities. 

AAWC Cloud Developer: This is for a  contract role with the possibility of a 12 months extension.  C# (Microsoft Certified 

Professional Developer MCPD Preferred). Candidate should have AWS Development/Deployment experience (AWS Certified 

Developer strongly preferred), AWS API Gateway Experience and ability for Lambda Development/Deployment.  Strong 

knowledge of XML/XSLT and JSON is preferred.
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